
Natural solutions for the bar counter

Liquajuice Pro Slow juicer

Slow speed juice extractor with powerful AC motor (43 rpm). Soft and slow press of fruits
and vegetables thanks to its turning mass fist, that gently presses it and not chops it.
Its wide inserting orifice allows to fit whole  pieces without need of previous cut. 
You will serve to your customers the freshest and homogeneous juices ever.



35 mm 

EXTRA LONG SQUEEZING NUT
A massive heavy nut press masticates the 
fruit, allowing maximum extraction without 
oxidation.

CONTROL PANEL 
With colour led lights. Reverse button 
included, for anti-clockwise pinion 
move, in case of ingredients jam and 
cleaning ease.

NO VIBRATIONS
Anti-slip rubber feet for maximum
security without move.

2 INTAKE NOZZLES
One for whole pieces, up to 75 mm, one vertical 
for 35 mm pieces for long ingredients. Security 
lock avoids mistakes and a safe operation.

Compact, elegant
with 2 outlets,
with metric jug

for pulp and juice

ACCESSORIES INCLUDED
Pusher, cleaning brush, 2 containers (for juice and pulp),
extraction pinion and user manual.

No oxidation!
without skin or nuggets

200W PROFESSIONAL ENGINE
Low revolutions (43 r.p.m.) 
avoids fruit

NO DRIPS
Silicone anti-drip protection
in the juice outlet.

MAXIMUM EXTRACTION OF JUICE
Extra-fine grids prevent the passage of pulp, skins and pips.
Trailing part with silicone wings to press the pulp and extract 
the maximum juice. Dishwasher safe.

AC Motor

LOGISTIC DATA

 Product dimensions: 15 x 22 x 56 cm (width x background x high)

Weight: 6’96 Kg
Gift box: 44 x 28’5 x 35’3 cm
Master carton: 46 x 30 x 38 cm / 9’5 Kg
Pack unit: 1 ud.

75 mm 
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Perfect even juices
Slow juice 

homegeneous
Conventinal 
liquidiser juicer


